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Concertina Ballet Brag 

Book - Part 2  

 

 

Mount the painted ballet girl on a larger 

piece of card with rounded edges and place 

3 brads in the top corner. Apply double 

sided tape on the top edge only. 

Place the topper onto the front flap of the 

pouchette. 

Place a line of tape across the middle on 

back of the pouchette and secure the 

ribbon over the tape. 

 

 

 

Apply tape to the liner.  

Fold the envelope down and press to 

stick the tape down. 

 

Open the envelope to give a professional 

crisp finish to the envelope. This technique 

will make sure the liner doesn`t pull inside 

the envelope. 

Here is the 

completed project. 

Choose a different 

stamp and colour 

to theme the brag 

book to suit the 

recipient.  

Make another small topper to cover 

the ribbon and to finish the card 

outside off. 

To line the envelope take a piece of printed 

paper and draw around the edge of the 

envelope flap. Cut out the shape. 

As the envelopes are very generous in size the 

whole concertina card and ribbon will fit 

inside.  

Insert the liner into the envelope leaving 

the gummed area clear. Ease the envelope 

closed with your fingers to give you a crisp 

fold line.   

Shopping List:                                                                                              
Pouchette, Pouchette Card & Envelope, Unmounted Fairy 1 A5 Stamp Plate, U-

Mount Repositioning Mounting Cushion, Corner Punch & A3 Card Stock 

Cosmic Shimmer Watercolours: Frosted Mallow, Lavender Shine, Autumn Twist, Holly 

Leaf, Cosmic Skin & Lava Red. Archival Jet Black Ink Pad. 

 Tim Holtz Distress Ink Pad : Spun Sugar, Cut `n` Dry Foam, Fancy Pants 12” x12” Dainty 

Paper, Non-Stick Craft Sheet, Acrylic Block, Double Sided Tape, Score Board, Embossing 

Tool, Cosmic Shimmer Water Bottle, Paint Brush & Ribbon. 

 

Another shot of the concertina part of 

the project.  


